In the past, the principal risk exposure hospitals, healthcare systems, and healthcare organizations ("Healthcare Organizations") faced was liability for negligent acts occurring in the provision of healthcare services. Healthcare Organizations managed that exposure, in part, by purchasing healthcare professional liability coverage to protect against allegations of negligence in the furnishing or failing to furnish “professional medical services.” But the days of successfully managing healthcare professional liability (“HPL”) risk by protecting only against single acts of claimed malpractice are over. The simple fact is that risk exposure from multiple events batched together is rising dramatically.

In the last decade, the healthcare industry has seen a significant rise in catastrophic claims (often called “super losses”) caused by poor outcomes or injuries from treatment by a provider or team of providers to a single patient. National studies have confirmed this trend. In the recent past, there have been seven HPL jury verdicts in excess of $50 million (resulting in aggregate loss exceeding $1 billion) in cases ranging from birth injuries to nursing home deaths.

But even more concerning is the new reality of “related claim” exposure (also referred to as batch claims), which have increased in both size and frequency. Most related claim exposure so far has been from repeated negligent acts or other types of improper behavior by a single physician or professional staff employee that affected or injured multiple patients. (For example, the rogue employee committing criminal acts by poisoning patients; or the surgeon performing dozens of unneeded procedures for profit.) Because batch claim exposure has been linked to these types of unusual or esoteric fact patterns, Healthcare Organizations have tended to think of jumbo/related claim occurrences as 1 in 20 year “shock loss” events. This article suggests that thinking must change. Given the seismic changes under way in healthcare delivery and finance models – spurred by healthcare reform mandated under the Affordable Care Act – batch events are likely to occur with greater frequency in the new world of healthcare.
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The purpose of this article is to explore and provide an overview of 1) the types of risks that have contributed to Healthcare Organization batch claims; 2) developments in the healthcare industry (market consolidation and healthcare reform) that will likely lead to more and bigger batch claims; and 3) the prospect that transformation of the healthcare industry will create a different breed of batch claim exposure based on allegations of financial misconduct and broad scale operational or system failure. This new class of claims will bear little resemblance to past cases involving poor or inadequate supervision of medical care. Finally, because batch event liability is the “new normal,” Healthcare Organizations will need to bolster risk management strategies to focus on these new exposures going forward.

RELATED EVENTS: TYPES OF BATCH CLAIMS AND LEGAL THEORIES USED TO SUPPORT THEM

Industry experience to date has shown that multiple patient exposure cases tend to be grouped in four broad categories:

- Medical necessity/unnecessary procedures (cardiac stents; chemotherapy; back surgery)
- Sexual abuse/misconduct (molestation; privacy invasion)
- Employee supervision (angel of death; drug addiction-related offenses)
- Equipment Failure/Infections (improper sanitation and sterilization practices; “alarm fatigue”; food poisoning; malfunction of medication dispensing or radiation equipment)

The common thread here is that these claims are closely connected with misfeasance in delivery of professional medical services. Resulting lawsuits are typically based on legal theories of direct corporate negligence by the Healthcare Organization or, alternatively, on vicarious liability theories. A direct corporate negligence claim is where the Healthcare Organization’s actions (or failures to act) caused patient harm. Under the corporate negligence approach, many courts have held hospitals directly accountable for negligent credentialing or re-credentialing of physicians – even of physicians who are not hospital employees. Under vicarious liability principles, hospitals have been responsible for negligent acts of employed physicians or professional staff (often referred to as respondeat superior or agency liability). Where a physician relationship with the hospital is solely as a medical staff member, vicarious liability of the hospital still exists for a physician’s medical negligence. This “apparent agency” liability occurs where a hospital holds out or represents to the public that the physician was “part of” the hospital.
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A highly publicized recent example of a medical negligence batch claim is the 2012 nationwide fungal meningitis outbreak linked to contaminated steroids produced by a Massachusetts-based pharmacy, New England Compounding Center (“NECC”). Thousands of people injected with the drug were affected. Of those injected, 751 people allegedly were diagnosed with meningitis, fungal infections and/or abscesses, and other injuries. Sixty-four of those 751 people allegedly died as a result of their infections. NECC was forced into bankruptcy, and reached a settlement valued at approximately $100 million (including $25.2 million from NECC insurers) to liquidate the civil liability of NECC and its owners.

But that is not the end of the story. Healthcare organizations—including hospitals and other healthcare facilities face liability resulting from injections of patients with the contaminated drug for purposes of pain management and relief (primarily for spine conditions). The core of the liability theories stem from the alleged failure of such hospitals to conduct a site visit (as required by certain professional standard organizations) before ordering drugs from NECC, which purportedly would have revealed the rampant filth and lack of sterile conditions at NECC. Even for those patients who did not contract the disease, hospitals face damage claims for emotional distress and monitoring for future disease contraction. Legal theories against the hospitals include: (1) product liability as the “seller” of the contaminated compound, (2) vicarious liability for physicians failure to warn, and (3) civil conspiracy with NECC to avoid patient safety requirements in the bulk ordering process for steroids. The financial consequences stemming from one simple decision by hospitals to do business with a particular compounding pharmacy can have far reaching financial effects.

CASE STUDY: NEW ENGLAND COMPOUNDING CENTER

The financial consequences stemming from one simple decision by hospitals to do business with a particular compounding pharmacy can have far reaching financial effects.
REGULATORY FRAUD AND ABUSE – PRECURSOR TO BATCH BODILY INJURY CLAIMS UNDER HOSPITAL PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY POLICIES

We are also seeing an increase of bodily injury state law medical malpractice civil lawsuits alleging the performance of unnecessary surgical procedures in the wake of fraud and abuse regulatory enforcement actions. Creative plaintiff’s lawyers are waiting patiently in the wings for the government to announce its pursuit of health care providers for fraudulently billing Medicare and/or Medicaid for performance of medically unnecessary or experimental procedures before filing civil suits on behalf of hundreds of patients impacted by the healthcare providers’ alleged negligence. In addition to traditional state law medical malpractice causes of action, plaintiffs’ lawyers are now developing challenges to Healthcare Organization business practices based on business-related liability theories alleging fraud, misrepresentation, class action, unfair trade practice statutes, and even RICO.
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MACRO TRENDS: INDUSTRY CONSOLIDATION AND HEALTHCARE REFORM

Hospital mergers and acquisitions are happening every day. Hospitals face shrinking reimbursements and the need for investment capital to acquire the latest technology. As Healthcare Organizations grow larger, more complex, and are more horizontally integrated along the continuum of care (outpatient – acute care – post-care recovery – residential life care), there is increased exposure to batch events related to system flaws or process failure.

But industry change is more fundamental and significant than just getting bigger. Healthcare reform has spurred a sea-change in healthcare delivery and payment models. The industry is moving away from fee-for-service. Reimbursement is now focusing on rewarding good outcomes and keeping people well. Healthcare Organizations receive bundled payments for episodes of care that include multiple services from different providers. Hospitals, payers and physicians are partnering to assume financial risk in healthcare delivery. Physicians and hospitals are becoming more clinically integrated than ever. To manage healthcare treatment services in a way that balances cost and quality, Healthcare Organizations rely increasingly on defined protocols (evidence-based medicine), big data (electronic medical records), and integrated delivery systems (coordinated care with shared financial risk). In some instances, traditional physician functions are being replaced by new technologies or by other licensed caregivers (“physician extenders”).

In this new paradigm, Healthcare Organizations are now more vulnerable to enterprise-wide liability exposure. As the size and breadth of Healthcare Organizations grows through consolidation, so too does the risk of adverse events caused by system flaws, or policy and procedure failures. We expect industry consolidation to increase frequency and severity of traditional, negligence-type batch claims alleging patient harm. But industry reimbursement reform will also lead to a new breed of “financial batch” claims.
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NEW FRONTIER: FINANCIAL BATCH CLAIMS

Unlike batch claims focused on repeated instances of substandard care delivery, financial batch claims will focus on the business side of the healthcare industry. Integrated healthcare delivery systems that assume financial risk for bundled services or healthcare outcomes will face increasing pressure to remain financially profitable. Much like what managed care insurers experienced in the past, large constituencies of patients may claim that the type and quality of care they received from the Healthcare Organization was medically inappropriate, not because of medical negligence, but because of financial pressure to contain costs. Industry consolidation may also lead to a change in public perception about healthcare and the willingness to bring claims that a Healthcare Organization engaged in systematic incompetence or bad behavior. The local hospital may no longer be seen as a trusted community member but rather as part of a deep-pocketed healthcare conglomerate focused more on the bottom line than patient welfare. Even system failure claims such as infection control or equipment failure may be portrayed as rooted in the hospital’s inadequate system management or desire to control costs by skimping on operational controls.
Hospital consolidation and an increasing focus on financial survival is changing the face of healthcare, which will result in new and more frequent exposure to enterprise-wide liability claims. Healthcare Organizations can no longer view this risk as a once in 20 year “shock loss” event. Reducing exposure to financial batch events will require risk management departments to expand oversight to virtually every area of hospital operations. Development of well thought out policies and procedures and effective monitoring of compliance with organizational policies and procedures will reduce the risk of batch exposure and limit the severity of such events when they do occur. Quality performance in healthcare will no longer be evaluated based just on the outcome of a specific medical procedure, but also virtually every other way in which a Healthcare Organization touches the lives of its patients.

“Traditional” HPL coverage – protecting a hospital against allegations by a patient of bodily injury caused by negligence – is not going away. In fact, this exposure is likely to continue to increase as more people become “users” of the healthcare system as a result of insurance coverage becoming more available under the ACA. And hospital risk managers will certainly have to continue their work to mitigate risk for these exposures especially as we see the rise in super losses. But, at the same time, batch claims are changing, and the frequency and potential severity of batch claims is increasing rapidly. One batch claim can eradicate an entire HPL tower of coverage, leaving virtually no limit for “traditional” HPL claims. Is that leveraged risk acceptable to a hospital risk manager or, more importantly, to a hospital’s CEO and/or CFO? Should hospital buyers be thinking about batch exposure the way property insurers think about property catastrophe exposure? Should these very different exposures be covered under the same liability insurance program? As batch claims increase in frequency and visibility, their impact on both traditional (healthcare) risk management and financial risk management will also grow.
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